1) **PHIVOLCS-DOST** raised Mt. Mayon’s status to Alert Level 4 (hazardous eruption imminent) at 22-Jan-2018 13:00 UTC+8.

2) **Danger Zone is extended to 8 km radius** as of 22-Jan-2018 13:00 UTC+8

3) A total of **10,579 families / 41,246 persons** were affected in 39 barangays in 8 cities/municipalities in Albay Province (**DSWD**).

4) **Hazard maps** are available from PHILVOLCS-DOST.

5) DSWD has released the following items for the affected population

   - 6,503 family food packs
   - 6,503 dignity packs
   - 2,000 pieces of toys
   - 6,503 blankets

6) AHA Centre is monitoring closely the situation and will provide updates once additional information is available.